INTRODUCTION
Changes (or lack of changes) in long-term hydrologic data series in New England and other regions of the world are documented for several reasons, including validation of global circulation models at a regional scale and analysis of the effects of climatic changes on regional ecosystems. One longterm hydrologic data series that has not been well documented for the six New England states in published reports is lake ice-out dates. Lake ice-out dates are the annual dates in the spring when winter ice cover leaves a lake. Lake ice-out dates have been historically recorded in New England for practical reasons such as lake transportation and out of general interest.
Long-term data were compiled for 29 lakes in New England from individuals, water companies, newspapers, State fisheries agencies, power companies, and others. This report makes these data available to researchers and other interested parties. This report would not have been possible without the collection, compilation, and archiving of lake ice-out dates by many people over the past two centuries, especially Charles B. Fobes of Portland, Maine. Mr. Fobes' interest in lake ice-out dates extends back to the 1940's (Fobes, 1945) . He recorded dates from observers at many lakes in Maine over the years and coirniled older historical data at lakes. Much of the data presented in this report would have been lost or never collected without Mr. Fobes' work. Fifty-seven known individuals and organizations, and several unknown sources, contributed the data presented in this report. This study was funded by the U.S. Geological Survey Global Change Hydrology Program.
COMPILATION OF LAKE ICE-OUT DATES
Records from all six New England states (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont) were searched for longterm lake ice-out dates. This was done primarily by calling town officials, lake associations, newspapers, and fisheries agencies and following up on leads. It was not possible to search for records on all lakes. Particular attention was given to large lakes and lakes with nearby towns. Long-term lake ice-out dates vere found for 29 lakes in New England ( fig. 1 ). Most of these lakes are in Maine, with a few in New Hampshire and Massachusetts. No long-term records were found in Vermont, Connecticut, or Rhode Island. The ice-out records range from 64 to 163 years, with an average length of record of 108 years. Five lakes in New England have more than 150 years of data, and 16 have more than 100 years of data. The oldest record, for Sebago Lake, starts in 1807.
Ice-out definitions for individual lakes can vary overtime and between observers. The exact definition (including the observation location) is not known with confidence in most cases. For lakes with overlapping data from more than one independent observer, the data that were judged to be most consistent over time with data from earlier and later time periods for that lake were used. No missing years of ice-out dates were estimated, and no adjustments to lake-ice observations were made, with the following exceptions: 19 years of data at Damariscotta Lake and 2 years at Cobbosseecontee Lake were filled in from a secondary observer and adjusted by the average difference in the dates between the primary and secondary observers; 1 year of data at China, Damariscotta, Portage, and Sebec Lakes and 2 years at Messalonskee Lake were not reasonable based on comparisons with other lakes in New England and were dropped from the dataset. Lake ice-out dates in Julian Days (January 1 of each calendar year is Julian Day 1, January 2 is Julian Day 2 and so forth) are given in tables 1 to 29. The latitude and longitude given in the tables are intended for general lake location only and do not necessarily represent the iceout observation location. The geographic location of the 29 lakes are shown in figure 1 . The numbers in figure 1 correspond to the table numbers for each lake. 
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